
From outside the tailgate panel
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  9,0 Increase hole

sizes A & B

Remove G and C

  5,0

Drill hole A & B 

 original hole

  

A B

 Use C - Cable stud to

 secure G drilling Jig

while drilling pilot hole

    

NISSAN NAVARA

ED0059

ED0754

NB:  After installation please close tailgate gently to ensure that there is no interference with any hardware.

IMPORTANT:
No liability will be incurred by Industrial Specialised Applications company, for injury, death, or property damage caused by a product which has been set up, operated, and/or installed contrary to EZDown installation guide/manual, or which has 
been subjected to misuse, negligence, or accident, or which has been repaired or altered by anyone other than Industrial Specialised Applications, or which has been used in a manner or for a purpose for which the product was not designed.
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RHS CABLE & LHS CABLE

001649

Fit RHS Kit first step 2 -14

with RHS Cable.

RHS and LHS are determined 

when sitting in the Drivers side 

of the Vehicle.

Recommended to use rust 

inhibitor where drilled.

B

ED00308

ED0756 4486MD

  
I

  
ED0553

NB !! When fitting the 

cable make sure the 

swage on cable’s end 

fitting is facing towards 

the metal body of vehicle  Cable 

End fitting of cable

side view

 

 Swage 

Putting it inside the tailgate panel

using the metal handle, then 

breaking the handle off by 

twisting the metal off

Remove panel for 

easy access

 

Ensure Cables are taking

Tailgate Load and NOT the

Damper.

A
B

Make the hole it fits to this end of 

the bracket please 

Remove Cables off 

RHS first

A

A

Repeat on the LHS of the 

Vehicle with the LHS Cable 

repeating steps 3 + 11.


